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I.

The Treaty on European Union establishes a g~eral .objective of
contributing to the development of quality education and training and to
the flowering of the cultures of the Member StateS, based on Articles 126
and 127.

2.

As· stated in the ,working paper on guidelines ·which the Commission
adopted on 5 May 1993\ the essential aim of Community action on
edl!cation and training must therefore be the f_ulfilment .of European
. citizens in order to enhance their capacity for initiative ~d creativity and
allow them to. take a fully active part in society and the building of
Europe. This objective is based on. the gradual esuililishment .of an open
European ar~a for education and training.
.

3.,

It is now widely recognised that the development of human potential is a
precondition for attaining the economic, social · and ·quality of life
objectives the Community has set. The quality of human resources and the
continuous adaptation of manpower skills are a comparative advantage for
Europe when it comes to international competition._ They are also a key
factor in the fight against social exclusion and unemployment. Broadening
out access to education and. training should .cOntribute to better social
coh~sion between the Member States and equality of oppOrtunities betWeen

·Working paper "Guidelines for Cornmun.lt). action in the field of education and training" COM(93) 183fmal.
.
.

people. All of which contributes to building up a European culture which
is·forward and outward looking, to putting flesh on the bones of European
identity and citizenship, particularly among young people, and is a
powerful factor in rallying citizens around the construction of Europe.
4.

..
5.

Education and training have new roles to play in the process of industrial
and socio-economic change which Europe has to contend with. This v.iJI
mean deep-seated changes. in the education and training systems of the
Member States. This ever greater pace and scale of change will bring forth
the need for. individuals and workers to be able to gain access to lifelong
education and training to enable them to be part of society and remain
competitive within the economy. These systems will therefore have to
come up with fresh answers which are more flexible and more diversified
to cater for this need.

In the· light of the experience gained to date, the Community's future
policy on vocational training must consolidate and build on the solid
achievements of the cooperation programmes in the fields of education and
vocational training undertaken in recent years if it is to respond to the new
challenges facing it and its Member States:
a return to balanced growth and effective action on unemployment
presuppose putting together a workforce which is better trained and
better educated;
it is crucial to improve the capacity to keep abreast of changing job
content and qualification requirements; particularly through
interfaces and cooperation between the different players concerned;
better access to continuing training and proper linkage with broadbased initial training are essential in promoting the updating of
workers' skills, sustaining the competitiveness of firms particularly SMEs - and facilitating the organising .of work in ways ·
which provide opportunities for skill enhancement;
the links between research and training have grown substantially
and are a key factor in competitiveness and effective investment;
and the transfer of te.chnological innovation ,. particularly to SMEs
.
- is of strategic importance;
cooperation between the education and business worlds must be
. enhanced, particularly at university level, in the interests of quality
education and training~
the European dimension of education and training must be
developed in order to give young people particularly, but also all
European citizens, a sense of fitting into the political perspective
opened up by the European Union, and to facilitate mobility so that
they can take advantage of the opportunities opened up to them by
th~ single market.·

2
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On the basis of Article 12';7 of the Tr~aty, the Commission,is accordingly
putting before the Council a proposal for a decision to establish an action
programme to develop the European Community's vocationaJ training·
policy. The purpose of t!lis programme is to secure the pursuaJ of
Community action in the field of vocational training, the general principles
. of which were laid down by the Decision of 2 Apr:ill963 and which is
· · · how implemented. through four· action programmes: PETRA, FORCE,
EUROTECNET AND COMETI2, to enable it to rise to the challenges of
the 1990s' and to ensure that it develops within the new· legal framework
established by the Treaty on European Union.·.

6.

'.
\

•

.

.

7.

This proposal is set in the general context established by the White Paper, ·
on Competitiveness, Growth and Employment which ·has just been ·
examined by· the European Counci,l on 10 and 11 Decep1ber 1993.
.

--

~

·The courses of action mapped out in ·the White Paper, and in particular
action to promote employment, must be· underpi;med by increased
cooperation between the Member States to create a real European area.for
occupational qualifications which will provide·a.decisive push towards the
upgrading and evolution of skills and qualifications and a new dynamic in
employment .systems. The ,action taken .and the dear objectives of the
Community's vocational training policy can have
important catalytic
effect and· achieve significant leverage at a time when· Member States ~d
firms; in a tight budgetary environmem, could be tempted to curtail their
investment in human resources in favour of shorter-term considerations,
which would be at variance with the objectives laid dov.'D in the White.
·Paper.
,<
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Sc.e the following texts:
_
.
'
Councii Decision 63/266/EEC ~f 2 April 1963 laying down· general principles for implementing
a common vocational training policy (Official Journal, English Special Edition, 1963-1964, p.25);
Co~ci.l Decision 91/387/E:f;:Cof 22 July 1991 amending Decision 87/569/EEC concerning an
action programme for the vocational training of young people tu{d their prepar!ltion for adult and
,
·
working life (PETRA) (OJ L 214 of 2.8.199.1, p. 69);
Council Decision 90/267/EEC of 29 May 1990 establishing an llCtion programme for' the
development of continuing vocational training. in the EC (FORCEj "(OJ L IS6 of 21.6.1990, p. 1);
Council Decision 89/657/EEC of 18 December 1989 establishing an action prognunme to prom~te
innovation in the field of vocational training resulting from technological change in the EC ·
(EUROTECNET) (OJ L 393 of 30.12.1989, p. 29);.
Council Decision 89/27/EEC of 16 December 1988 adopting the second phase of[Jle j)rogramme
on cooperation between universities and industzy r~gardffig training in the field of technology
(COMETT II) (OJ L 13 of 17.1.1989, p. 28).
.

3.

WlL-\T COMMUNnY ACDON HAS AOIIEVED TO DATE
Common political concerns
8.

The Commission's intention when it published its memorandum on
vocational training in the EC in the l990s3 was to open the broadest debate
possible among all the players involved on th~ importance and impli-cations
of vocational training policies in the Member States individually and at the
Community level.

9.

The criticisms which emerg~d from this debate that the approach had been
overly based on economic concerns should provide a platform for opening
up the perspective and giving greater consideration to societal factors.
Arguments and proposals for actions related to competitiveness and
economic growth should be linked with those on stemming the rising tide
of unemployment and social exclusion. Even with regard to skiJl and job
content, the methodological, relational or social aspects prompt a
reassessment ofthe objectives and the methods ofvocational training and
tiJeir relationship with possible changes in the configurations of work
organisation. The interfaces to be established between education and
training will play· a capital role in this context.

10.

The discussions prompted by the memorandum have also brought out the
major trends which stand as pointers for defining the objectives of future
Community action. These trends do not reflect an identity of factors but
rather questions to which the Member States have to face jointll:
a- reiteration of the fundamental importance of basic education and initial
training as a preCondition for integration into the labour market and for
further vocational advancement. The plight of those who have failed at
school and the economic and social marginalisation originating in the
shortcomings of initial training, along with the need to drastically reduce
functional illiteracy, are structural factors and account for a substantial
share of public intervention in all the Member States to promote
integration.

3

4

Commission Memorandum .on Vocational Training in the European Community in the.
1990s- COM(91) 397 final of 12 December 1991
Summary report on responses to the memorandum on vocational training - TFRH - 1993
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b- d1e need for training facilities to take on board the deep-seated changes
which are taking place in skills and qualificationS. Merilber States are hard
·pressed by the changes needed in their training syStems in order to adapt
training to the rapid and possibly increasingly radical changes taking place
in job content There wi II have to be grov.ring ernphas{s on interpersonal,
methodological and sociaJ skills and on individual potential for coping with
ongoing change, taking charge of one's own development (learning to
learn), and facilitating tninsferability of qualifications, inter alja ~i.thin the
·European area.

c - increasing the capacity to anticipate. The current economi_c.uncertainty
and the .variable effects of factors which determine the definition of types
of training (e.g. technological innovation) are a source of growing concern
for all· the players concerned. However, the debate is wide open as to
which methods and instruments will really develop the· capacity for ·
anticipation which calls for increaied cooperation at Coriununity level.

..
·..

d .;.

tire

increased role o[ finns and s~dwich tnliriing. Strerigth~ing the

links betWeen training and inqustiy is a constant and the development of
sandwich training is' the subject of
agreement by the two sides of
industrY.

an

e - customising training supply. The individual-.centred approach to
problems in terms of analysing requirements, defining learning programmes·
and ·syllabuses and selecting the type and method of training '-Nhich is the
most appropriate, seems to be gaining -ground an_d- elicits the question as
·
to ffnancial arrangements.

f - .the increasing recognition of the regional element In

a· context

of
widely differing organisational partemsoftraining sy~ems, the local means
of matching up supply and demand for training play. an increasingly
important rote:

a

g - recognition ofthe role' of the social players. It is sign of the times
that there is .increasingly widespread recognition of the pluraljty of
responsibilities of the players concerned and the .need for them to
cooperate more
establishing regulations.

-·

in

·General principles and guidelines
11.

The Council Decision of 2Apnl 1963 laying. down general principles for·
·a common vocational .training policy·pursuant to Article 128 of the Treaty
of Rome is a non-binding reference text offering commo1,1 guidelines
towards which the policies and system~ of the Member States can·
converge.

.5

,.·

12.

The Council decisions at the basis of the current programmes establish. for
each field of action common frameworks of objectives or guidelines
decided by the Council and taken by the Member States as objectives to
be attained to their own policies:
for initial training of young people, the objective is to secure broadbased- and recognised qualifications for all young people by
enabling them to have one or, if possible, two years of vocational
training. after compulsory schooling 5 .
as reganls continuing training, the objective is to encourage a bigger
and more effective investment input into continuing vocational
training of employees and a better retum, particularly by developing
partnerships designed to make public authorities, firms -particularly
SMEs - the social partners and individual workers more aware of
the benefits. deriving from investment in continuing vocational
ttaining6 • ,

r

as regards tr.iining for dte transfer of technological innovation, the
objective is to use properly structured cooperation between
universities and industry to encoUrage the transfer of the results of
R&D to firms likely to be able to create high added-value jobs with
a strong technological content, inter alia by greater involvement of
higher education in continuing training 7 •
13.

Article 127 · of the Treaty on European Union sets out five specific
objectives for voeational training, reflecting issues of capital importance
for the Community, and giving it specific responsibilitY in this connection
to: .
- facilitate . adaptation to industrial changes, in panicular fhrough
vocational tr.Uniog and retraini~
improve initial and continuipg vocational training in order to. facilitate
vocational integration and reintegmtion into the labour marl<et;
-

facilitate access to vocational training and encourage mobility of
instructon and trainees and particularly young people;
- stimulate cooperation on training between educational or training
establishments and finns;
- develop exchanges of information and experience on issues conunon to
the training systems of the Member States.

6
7

see Decision 911387/EEC of _22 July 1993, Art. 1 and Decision 871569/EEC, Art. 2
See Decision 90/267/EEC of 29 May 1990, Article 5
See Decision 89/27/EEC of 16 December 1988, Article 3(1)
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Significant operational achievements
14.

The current action programmes are not all· at· the same stage of
implementation; they were launched at different dates and, more to the
paint, were allocated different levels of financing: These two factors were
duly taken into account by the Commission in a preliminary horiiontal
. assessment of the programmes and the added value they represent 8. Major
achievements can be identified with a view to the riew proposal. It builds
on them as ·regards netWorks which can be mo.bilised, the. results of
cooperation partnerships, exchanges, linderstahding and knowledge of
systems and patterns of cooperation ·between the Commission aiid the
Member States:
.
·
·. .:. various types of transnational ex~hange and cooperation networks have
been set up ·in the wake of the stimulus provided by the action
... prognmunes. They provide continuity in cooperation and make it possible _
. to capitalise on the results.
-·the network of PETRA national coordination units which is responsible
for the implementation and operational ~ning of the programme in the
Member States has become a back-up to<?l for tran~national cooperation
and innovation in the context of initial training and, more generally
~eaking, the· social and· vocational . integration of young people.
DoWnstream, the network of trans-European training partner~hips for young
people, or the network of national centres for vocational guidance, provide
a preliminary Community linkup which is ·extremely useful in -promoting _
further cooperation. :
·
·
· ·
.

.

:.._Thanks to the COMETT programme 205 University-Enterprise _Training
Partnerships (UETP) have been set up. These UETPs are interfaces, as it
were, between higher education and industry. Certain' UETPs have. a
regional ·basis, .others a sectoral basis, being specialised in; one
technological sector in particular. They cooperate closely and provide very
useful instruments for identifyi~g the best available skills in Europe in a
given context of training requirements for the transfer of technological
innovation. Through the UETPs, COMETT has helped to injtiate a process
which was hitherto virtually non-existent: a El1fopean university-enterprise
dialogue in the field of education and training, thus permitting the tailoring
of training more do~~ly to. actual supply and requir~ments ..

•
·•

- The preparation, fine tuning, organisation .. and. development of
· transnati~nal pilot projects have now yielded sigliificantresults in-terms of
expenence..

8 .

.

.

IU:port from the Comni.ission to the Council, the European Parliament and the Economjc
and Social Co~ittee: EC education and training progranunes 1986-1992. Results and
achievements: an overview. COM(93) 151 final. .
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-Under PETRA, over 700 projects, 14 000 teachers or trainers and 85 000
young people have taken part in the network's activities since 1988 to
develop and try out new and innovative training products.
- The 430 .fORCE projects are targeted at the training and qualification::;
requirements of the firms which. make up the majority of the 3 500
partners in these projects. They pursue three lines of action to adapt to
industrial change through training: training as a means of preventing
unemployment by strengthening and diversifying employee skills, training
as a means of developing new configurations of work organisation which
are needed for the survival or growth of firms, and training as a means of
development, inter alia thro.ugh adaptation to new technologies.
- EUROTECNET has boosted the development of flexible new solutions
to the problems of training in order to disseminate them through the ·
project network: conceptual developments on current and future trends as
regards the development of technologies {capacity for self-teaching, the
"learning organisation" of work, key qualifications/skills), case studies to
illustrate these conceptual models, study analyses of training requirements
based on an inter-sectoral approach and the development of tools and
instruments to disseminate results.
-The 7 000. training courses organised with COMETI II support in the
most diverse technology fields should reach a public of over 200 000
people, 140 000 of whom will come from industry. The 3000 training
products developed or under development should reach over 500 000
people in Europe. The courses organised under COMETI II have drawn
a wider audience than COMETT I, particularly among women. Several
projects have illustrated the impact of the use of new training materials,
notably multimedia, as compared with the traditio~al methods.
- The vocational training action programmes are not mobility programmes
as such. Exchanges are aimed at strategic populations and provide a backup or even a part of the traini~g process itself.

- 20 000 young people ha":e benefitted from training placement or a work
experience in another Member State in 1992 and 1993 under PETRA.
These place~ents bring a real Community dimension into the. training
young,people receive through the national systems.
- The FORCE programme encourages the mobility of trainers and, more
generally speaking, people responsible for human resources and training in
firms, and social partners who have responsibilities in the field of
continuing vocational training: 400 human resources directors, 430 trainers,
130 staff representatives and 40 members of trade unions were mobile in
1991 and 1992 through exchange programmes designed . to pass on
· innovations rapidly, to· establish solid partnerships and to organise
continuing training actions.

8
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-The 28 000 placements of students supported underCOMETI represent
only' a small part of actual demand (which is approximately five .times
higher). These training periods· are greatly sought after because they
provide young people with an effective introduction to working .life and
considerably enh~ce their chances of finqing a job. These training periods
have also helped to strengthen cooperation between universities and
industry. The 1000 exchanges of staff ~etween universities and European
firms have also helped to improve technology transfer between the world
ofacademia and that of industry, inter alia through the principle of Mtacit
knowledge", i.e. the knowledge acquired thro~gh experi_ence.
'- In order to cope with the diversity of initial and· ~ontinuing training
systems and Unde~stand how they work, a corpus of comparable data is
essential to improve exchanges of information and experience between.the
Member States.
.

.

- FORCE has compiled synoptic tables on the informarion'avail~ble on incompany continuing training. A statistical survey conducted In conjunction
with Eurostat is now in progress and wilJ for the first time provide
information which . is comparable. at the CommUnity level on training
actions and costs in European. firms, and_ an objective idea of the quantity
and _quality of training which finns provide for their Employees.
~ Three sectoral surveys (the retail trade, the agri-food industry and car
repairs) have made it possible to gauge the situation as regards training
practices which are significant in those sectors at the European leveL A
fourth sector (road transport) is currently.being launched. All these surveys
are a start to Europ-ean sectoral networks (research institutes, firms, social
partners) which involve the players in the twelve M~mber States.
,._

- The analysis of collective bargaining practice has made· it possible to
take stock of joint actions, agreements anci collective consultation by the
two sides of industry on cOntinuing training. The social partners can thus
be involved f110re closely as players in the vocational training of employees
throughout'the Community .

.•
•.

:,~

Unkage'with national actions
15.

Assessing the lin_kage with, and impact of, Community action on national
action has become a question which is central to this. first phase of-the
. programm-es. In addition to general considerati_ons to do with subsidiarity,
this linkage could be improved by putting greater emphasis on the
· procedures and structures set up. This tr~nd ·could be gradual: .
- The p.rograrturie committees and the advisory committee have proVided
forums. for discussing the impact of. Community actions and their
contribution to the conduct and direction of national policies. In certain
programmes a number of Member States have, si~ificantly, taken it upon
9

themselves to pursue these discussions in national forums, and the
conferences organised at the rime the memorandum on vocational training
was debated have increased the interest of the different players concern.ed
in these aspects.
- The preparation of the national reports on the implementation of the
programmes and the development of implementing machinery is the second
instrument to have thus emerged. These procedures do raise
methodological and logistic problems but they are invaluable in developing.
reference instruments foi assessing underlying changes and trends in the
· national systems and in attuning Community actions to support them
accordingly;

.

'.

- "The bilateral meetings" organised for planning and selecting projects
between the Commission and national representatives (ministries, national
technical assistance bureaux, the two sides of industry) also provide an
ideal forum for understanding emerging trends and the degree of
concordance between transnational projects and national priorities.

•
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A NEW CONTEXT

The con~petences established by the Treaty

16. '

-

In

a context of shared responsibility between ·the Community and the
Member States, Article 12 7 of the Treaty brings radical changes in relation
to the legal situation_ defined in Article 128 of the Treaty of Rome:

- the t~xt stipulates that the Community is responsible for, imple_menting
a vocational training policy which supports and complements the policies
· of the Member States, while the Community's role hitherto was to establish
the 'general principles for a common vocational training .policy~ .

''A

-

,_

:

.

-

.

·~the decision-making system has been changed, for henceforth the Council
will decide in this cOntext' on the basis of a qualified majority, and no
longer by. simple m(\jority, .after a cooperati'on procedure with.the European
Parliainent·
·
·
· ·
.
.

.

~

- the text stipulates explicitly that Community action excludes
harmonisation of .legal and statutory provisions in the Member States and
ronfirms their responsibility . for the content of. programmes and .the
organisation .of their systems. The div.ersity of the systems and the
. responsibility of the Member States. for the organisation and content of.
training are thus_recognised as the mainstays ·of Co~munity policy which
must permit incre'!Sed cooperation and convergence of action freely taken
by the different players concerned. .
·

l7.

.•

The Treaty is based on acknowledgement of the fact that the main role in
the financing arid fmplementation of vocational training is a matter for the
public authorities in the Me~ber States and the tWo sides of industry·. The
Community's role is to provide impetus. and innovation. Community action
must encourage voluntary convergence and eJlhance the effects of quality
and th~ capacity for innovation on the systems. The Community can,' using
a common frainework of objectives, provide support for the development
of transnation8.1 a~timts to' promote the coherent de~elopment of training
policies in th.e ~ommunity.
··

.The link with other }lolities ·..

18:

The analysis of the challenges of the 1990s whicb the Commission carried
out in its memorandum has illustrated the. complexity and complementanty
Qfthe factors at work. The vocational training policy must therefore be
· linked with other 'levels of Community action when it is implemented.

19.

Vocational training must be seen in conjunction with the labour market
policy (Article i23), and particularly adaptation to industrial changes - an
objective which is cbmmon to Articles 123 ,and 127~ cooperation on

11

education (Article 126), action on the compet1t1veness of industry
(Article 130), research and technological development policy (Article 130h)
and freedom of movement (Article 57). It must help to achieve combined
action and coherence between measures which depend on the policies
concerned, for training must be linked with the objectives of these different
contexts if it is to be effective.
20.

There is a special need for operational synergy with the Structural Funds,
including Community initiative$, and also with the socio-economic chapter
of the 4th framework programme for research and technological
development.

Complementarity between education and training
21.

The new elements to do with vocational trrumng policy and the
introduction of a specific article on education (Article 126) for the first
time call for an integrated approach to education and training at the
Community level, even if the levels of competence and the procedures
remain different. The link between these two fields is as important as the
definition of the specific measures for each of them~ it must make it
possible to transcend the previous debates on the border between education
and training and to develop the new political concept of "lifelong learning"
as a prospect for the Community in conjunction with the construction of
a European citizenship.

22.

This complementarity ofthe two contexts must be reinforced and be given
tangible expression in · the arrangements and actions proposed.
Operationally speaking, Community-backed actio~s must strengthen crossfertilisation of education and training arrangements through the approaches
of the institutions concerned. Coordinated actions could be pursued for this
purpose on themes of common interest to both fields, e.g. language
training, open and distance learning, career guidance, lifelong learning and
the monitoring of occupations and skills.

23.

The universities are players in the development of continuing training and
main players for the transfer of technological innovations, and for the
objective of quality in vocational training and cooperation ·with the
business community. Complementaricy must be p.ursued a~ other levels in
the education systems, whether we are talking about occupatic::mal and
social integration
of young people or the continuing
training of adults.
.
.

24.

As regards vocational guidance, the programme·must serve as a vehicle for
introducing a European dimension. It will cover all areas of vocational
training and permit sitwificant broadening of the Community actions
pursued so far in this field. This action Is presently based essentially on the
PETRA programme which concerns young people and sets an age limit of
27 on participants. The new programme will make it possible to extend
this action to all target groups: young people and adults, employees and
12
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job-seekers. It will then be poSsible to develop career guidarice measures
. - to accompany individuals throughout their occupational lives and not only
during 'th~ first phase, and to help them to -choose the most appropriate.
training channels in the·J_ight of labou~ market requirements ,and.their own
occupational progress, and of the emergence. of a European ·training
markt~t.
.
.

25.

By im'plementing this programme the Community Will also help toencourage open arid distance Learning (ODL), as advocated in the·
Commission .Memorandum of December 1991, the- conclusions of the
Ministers of Education meeting within the Council in June and D~cember
1992, a.I1d the Resolution adopted by the European· Parliament in July
199J.This encouragement will focus on the specific advantages distance
· learning brings in the pursuit of the objectives laid down in the Treaty,
· with particular emphasis on the flexibility it gives training. its capacity to
reach many users :- especially those who have problems of ·access to
vocational_traini·ng -,the enhancement it brings by extending and blending
in .with traditional methods, the guarantee of quality it -offers, and
establishment of training networks enabling citizens to avail themselves of
the opportunities it offers in terms of customised training. Which is why
all actions may include m~ure5 to· encourage and promote the use _of
ODL as a method which is particularly suited to the programme's objective
of disseminating its results ~ widely as possible. .

me

26.

The problem of anticipating needs also warrants specific attention and a
transversal approach within the programme. Identifying changes in skills
1
. and occupations is today a necessi tY arid th~ single mark.et is the re~on
why this requirement is a reality not only. within each country· but at
European level as weU. Implementation of the· programme_ will accordingly
be ~ade easier by work on the evolution of occupations and occupational
qualifications in the Community in eonjunction with CEDEFOP in order
·to ensure a better knowledge and better ~irculation of information on
. changing occupati~ns. One of the tasks will alsO be to identify ~eeds, to
build ~p a system of technology ·monitorin_g to warn of changes 'under way
in job content and t~eir consequences for training, and to facilitate the
transfer of forecasting methods and know-how between the Member States
and the different players Concerned.

Subsidiarity
27.

The subsidiarity issue broached by the memorandum is dealt· with firstly.
in Article 127 of the Treacy on European Union, which rules out the·
harmonisation of national .systems, recognises that the Member States
.themselves are fully responsible for . the organisation and content of
training, and gives the Community the responsibility for impleme!lting a
vocational training policy which supports and supplements action- by the
Member States. Iritplementation ·of these provisions must provide better
linkage between the Community's innovatory and catalytic action and the
13
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national systems, particularly by bringing about a greater degree linkage
between Community actions and the fundamental elements and determining
factors of change in the Member States' systems.
28.

29.

Moreover, Community action must accordingly be centred on the
development of transnational cooperation at all relevant levels in order to
bring visible added value to action undertaken by the Member States and
by the players involved in the training market The added value of
Community action must be consolidated and strengthened to keep step with
the open European area for vocational training and qualifications ·which
will gradually eme[ge from. the completion and operation of the single
market. The measures proposed support and supplement actions pursued
by and in the Member States and enable them to use the input from
·transnational operations in order to improve the q,uality and effectiveness
of their systems and arrangements .
. Future actions must demonstrate a "positive" linkage between the
complementary action of the Community and national training policies.
Furthermore, at the appropriate levels in the field of training due account
must be taken of the links between the public authorities' mechanisms of
intervention and the contribution of the two sides of industry.

14

...

This ~pproach makes it pos~ible to optimise the effective~ess of the actions
and policie's implemented, including those at Community level. The
· discussions on the Council Recommendation on 'access to continuing
.training9 have shown that by' taking account of the responsibilities which
the two sides of industry can assume and, more broadly speaking, of
. voca_ti<mal training action by. the social players. (flqns, training'
organisations) both at Community and national levels, Community action
can achieve a broader, more r~alistic and more effective impact, improving
complem~ntaritY and achieving synergy between public action and
.collective bargaining:

30.

..

~

The institutional process
31.

. The. decision-making. procedure as regards the instruments to be
iq1plemented will be that Stipulated in Article 189 C .of the Treaty. This
gives the European i>ID-liament a bigger say in. the adoption of texts under.
the procedure for .·cooperation · between· the Council arid Europeari
·
Parliament for proposals based on. Article 127.

32.

The Economic and Socia.l'Committee must be consulted on proposals on
vocational training and in most cases it. will alsO be useful to obtain the'
opinion of the new Committee of the · Regions in view · of . the
resp<Ynsibilities
local authorities in . matters conce!l!mg vocational
training .

.

.

of

33.

. The Advisory Committee on Vocational Training· (ACVT), a tripartite .
statutory· committee, could fulfil a dual function of monitoring the
coherence of the over~ I Community policy on voeational training~ in view
of the. broad spectrum of action 'it entails, and of monitoring subsidiarity.·
· inter dia in order !~prove. the linkage between Community policy and
national action. The Commission will therefore regularly infor1n the·
ACYT of developments
in the. programme,
particularly regarding:
..

to

(a) generat po!icy guidelines iri .the field of vocational training
·(b) general· monitoring of the· commori framework of objectives .
(c) the general report. on vocational training and
• (d) the general ·assessment of the programme

~:i"

34.

The creation ofa Social Dialogue Committee should make it possible to
p-ursue arid extend the very profitable work carried' out by the two sides of.
industry within the education-training group whichstarted up in J 989 and
considerably improve the consistency of Community action with the
. process of agreements betwe~n .the two sides of industry at European level;
. in line wi:th their agreement of 31.10.1991.
9

Council Recommendation on access to continuing traini~g. 93/404/CEE :of30 June 1993.
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PRESENTATION OF TilE PROPOSAL

35.

On the basis of experience in implementing the ex1stmg Community
vocational. training programmes (COMETI, · PETRA, FORCE,
EUROTECNET) and of other actions and pilot projects in the same area,
the main aim of the programme is to ensure the implementation of a
vocational training policy which will support and supplement the action of
the Member States, and to foster cooperation between Member States so
that an open European area for vocational training and qualifications can
be gradually achieved. To this end, the programme will aim to:
- contribute to the improvement of the effectiveness and quality of
systems~

promote quality in methods and products~
- support innovation in vocational training;
use vocational training as a vehicle for promoting and
disseminating technological innovation;
- develop the European dimension throughout all levels of training;
- encourage the intellectual mobility of knowledge, in particular
through distance learning.

36.

The draft proposal for a Council Decision respects the principle of
su~sidiarity and includes two complementary parts:
a common framework of objectives to promote the coherent
development of vocational training in the Community.
-

a set of Community measures to support and supplement action taken
by and in the Member States.

37.

The common framework of objectives is designed to promote greater
. cooperation between the Member States so that a Community vocational
training policy can grad.ually be introduced and so that coherent
development of vocational training in the Community can be ensured. The
Member States will, on their own irritative, refer to this common
framework of objectives in implementing their vocational training policies.
The guidelines of the COME1T, PETRA, FORCE and EUROTECNET
programmes are incorporated into the common framework of objectives set
out in the proposal.

38.

With regard to the Community measures, the Commission's proposal is
intended· to simplify the mUltiplicity of current actions, to ensure better
-transparency and bette~ targeting of Community action, and to improve its
impact.

' ..

.. The programme concem5: all t~e players in the field of vocational training,
be it public authorities, private tt'ai~ing b()dies; finns or social partners.
Its aim is to enable these players, whether in terms of policy orientation,
definition of needs or design of measures: to improve their methods and
practice on the basis of the results of transnational cooperation.
Three strands of action, each With its specific objectives, are foreseen for
the implementation of the programe's general objectives, leadirig to the
gradual emergence of.an open area for training and qualifications in the
Community:
·
·. , . ·
· .
. ·· ·
. ·

,._..

r

Strand 1: · measures. to sustain_ the quality of Member· States' systems,
arrangements and policies;. .
.
.
' . ·.
Strand 2: measures to support innovatiVe capacity m actions on the
. training market;
·
Strand 3: network <Pld accomp~ymg me2Sures - promotion of the
European .dim.ension.
39.

The· first strand is intended_ to provide Community· support for projects
which have a difect imp~ct on national vocational training systems and
arrangements. If the· quality of the services dispensed by these systems is
to be improved, there must be greater efficiency of investment and public
expenditure committed. Experience of the previous programmes, and in
· particular PETRA for initial training systems, has shoYm that transnational' ·
cooperation can help national systems to. evoive towards greater efficiency.
In the context oft! tight squeeze on national public bu_dgets, the economies
of scale and the transfer.of_innovation made possible through Community
action have an inc:reasingly important role to play.
On themes such as qualifications or vocational guidan·ce, which should be
regarded ¥ ·central to this first strand, the transnational cooperation
developed by the programme makes it ·possible to· introduce a real
European dimension which is es5ential from the point of view of free
movement and the mobility of individuals for the purposes of training and .
employment.
>

40.

The second strand c~ters for the providers oftraining activities or products
on the market. All categories of players are concerned: training bodies,
.
·
·
.
.
firms, social partners, universities.
Projects will aiin ·on the one hand to promote and develop innovation in
vocational training activities 59 a5 to increase their effectiveness and, on
the other hand, to promote and facilitate th~ transfer oftechnological
innovations.

11-

.•

41.

The third strand is aimed at developing the European dimension in
vocational training by means of Community support for the rationalisation
and coordination of the national bodies and operational structures which
underpin the construction of transnational pilot projects and placements in
another Member State; this will make it possible to improve and extend
the European network for the promotion of transnational cooperation,
·ensure that the programme is transparent and increase its induced effects
by enhancing the dissemination of products and the results of pilot projects,
to other operators, in particular through the activities of the European
network.
This third strand also incorporates the aspects of language audit and
·transnational language projects for firms and socio-economic circles,
corresponding to the old Action III of the LINGUA. Programme.

42.

Special attention will go to balancing resources and disseminating results
between the two strands of the programme. It would indeed be particularly
counter-productive for there to be a rigid barrier between strands I and II
or for a mai"ked imbalance to emerge in the number of projects b~cked and
therefore of practitioner interest. Whatever the organisation of national
systems, there is reason to believe that dynamism and innovation depend
on complementarity betw~n the two pillars, i.e. public systems and the
market. Community action must therefore endeavour to encourage this
overall dynamism and lower the barriers which have emerged on occasion
and restricted-the scope of transnational cooperation.

43.

The measures to be supported under the vocational training programme·
deal essentially with the preparation of training activities, the development
of innovative methods and products and the dissemi~ation of results. The
·programme only marginally aims to support the implemen~ation of training
activities as such. As a result, expenditure eligible for Community support
mainly relates to the cost of design and prep¥arion of measures and not
the cost of providing training (payment of trainers or beneficiaries, training
expenses). This aspect increases the complementarity between the action
programme and financing· from the Structural Funds, including the
Community Initiatives which are mainly centred on costs linked to the
implementation of training activities logically following the preparation
and design stages.

44.

The Community's additional specific actions on vocational training will be
all the more effective insofar as increased transparency, easier access and
greater dissemination of results can be secured between the differentvocational training systems, organisations and practitioners in the Member
States and action taken by the Community. It is up to the Member .States
· within the proper exercise of their responsibilities to ensure that this
linkage is achieved by taking the necessary rationalisation and coordination
measures in the light of the experience of the national promotional bodies
and operationa:l structures already set up within the framework of

IS .

'· ..

·community vocational training programmes. At operational level and on
the ground, it will also· be necessary to ensur~ active complementarity
between the~ structures of the network and operators ·-co,>ered by the
programme and those responsible for the implementation of th~ S~ructural
Funds. ·
45.

The European vocational train~~g network made up of the n'ational bodies, ·
the operational suppo~ structuresfor projects and operators themselves is
a key element of the added value of Community action. By going beyond
_· ~up~rt for innovative but ·isolated operations, the dymunic resulting from
the networking of activities and.partnerships should be a leading criterio-n.·
for Community ·support, ta~ing due account of the responsibility of
·.Member States· for the organisation and coordination· of operational·
structures and authorities: The. impact of the, transn~tional natur~ of
operations is reinforced by the fact that ·innovative action and partnerships .
· are integrated in a European network which provides fruitful opportunities
·
for dissemination, visibility and impact.

46.

.The Commission wilt be assisted for the implementation of this vocational
training programme by . a programme committee· tomprisin·g two
representatives chosen by each Member State and six representative~ each
. from two sides of industry as observers. This committee is an advisory
committee and will assist the Cominission as regards:

·'.

.'

(i)
. (ii)

(iii)
·(iv)

47.

prioriti,es for Community action and.·the resulting annual work
programme;
the financial assistance to be provided by the Community for the
different .measures (amount, duration and beneficiaries);
the breakdown between the different actions;
·
·the arrangements for selection, assessment methods and
arrangements for.dissemination and·.transfer of results.

In partnership. With .the Member States, the Commission Will support
. .,... operational complementarity between acti.on· under the programme and the .
Structural Funds, including the Community initiatives in .. the field of
human resources in areas such as dissemination of relevant cOmparative
information, · dissemination of methodologies, instruments,. products and
·experience, conduct of transnational training actions, etc. The Commission
Will. also support operational synergy . with the ·rourth framework .
programme for research and technological deveiopment particularly .in ·
.order to promote the transfer of technological innovation and to enhance
the. capacity of training and qualification systems to take on bOard the
results of R&D; particularly with view to : · ..
.

a

promoting comparative research on vocational training systems and
. arrangements;
.
.
.
.
encouraging the transfer of technological innovation through highquality vocational training~

enhancing the capacity of training and qualification systems to
respond to research findings;
developing innovation in open and distance learning and training
approaches.
48.

In order to further the social dialogue between the social partners at the
CommunitY level, the Commission will establish in partnership with them
appropriate operational links with the programme in order to enable them
to make better use in their dialogue of the outcome of the different

measures.

. ..

49.

An overall infonnation drive on the actions and results of the programme
will be carried out in partnership between the Commission and the
Member States in order to meet the need for greater transparency and
impact of Community action. To this end also, the Member States will at
the halfway stage and at the close of the programme forward a report on
the activities undertaken under t.~e programme. The social partners, in
aecordance with national practice, will be fully associated in the activities
. of morutoring, preparation of reports and assessment of the programme.
The Commission will on this basis submit to the European Parliament, to
the Council and to the Economic and Sociru Committee an interim report
by 31 becember 1997 and a final report by 30 June 2000.

50.

In accordance with the agreement on the European Economic area (and itS
additional protocol, and in particular Protocol 31) concluded between the
European Communities and their Member States and the countries of
EFTA, Community initiatives, activities, cooperation and programmes in
the field of ·vocational training will be open from 1 January 1995 to
participation by. EFTA countries which accede to the EEA

51.

The Commission will reinforce . its cooperation With the OECD, the
Council of Europe, the IW and UNESCO, in particular within the
framework of the development of the exchange of information and
experience on issues common to the Member States' training systems.

52.

To assist it in the implementation of the programme, the Commission will·
secure the support of the European Ceritre for the ·Development of
Vocational Training under the conditions laid down in the Regulation 10
establishing that Centre, and that of the European Training Foundation 11
so as gradually to develop appropriate cooperation with the countries of
central and eastern Europe.
·

10

Council Regulation (EEC) ~ 337/75 of 10 February 1975 establishing a European centre
for the development of vocational training (OJ~ L39, 13 February 1975)
Council Regulation (EEC) N° 1360/90 of7 May 1~0 establishing a European Training
Foundation (OJ~ Ll31, 23 May 1990)
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Conclusions
53.

Community action in the. field of vocational .training th~ough programmes
due to end at the close of 1994 has already borne fruit in terms of
partnerships, pilot projects, exchange of exJ>erience and networking. These
encouraging results have illustrated the worthwhile' nature and added value _
of broader and more.system~llic cooperation. The rationalisation advocated
by the Commission in its proposal in terms of both obje~tives and actions
should significantly increase the impact and understanding of Community
action in this field and its complementarity withother- Community action.
This approach is all the -more important as voc_ational training must play
a greater part in giving a fillip- to European competitiveness and in
reyersing the rising tide of unemployment The boost to the q'-!ality of
systems and to the capacity for innovation which Community action will
provide must be the driving force in a context dominated by severe
budgetary constraints in the Member States. -· ,
·

LINKS BETWEEN CURRENT PE1'RA, FORCE, IRIS, EUROTECNET AND COMETT AND
THE THREE STRANDS OF THE NEW. VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMME

PETRA

-

IRIS

FORCE

BURori!:C!IET

COME'rT

STRAND I

*

Design projects

*

Hul tiplier "effect projects

*

Placements for young people
undergoing initial training

Placements

*

Placements for young workers

-Plaeeoont~

*

Exchanges for decision-makers

Study visits

Study visits

*

surveys, analyses, exchange
of comparable data

studies-Research
Strands
IVT Reports

Stat. Survey
Cont. Training

Jo"int modules

Projects

Projects

'

/

...

Study visits Study visits

(CVTS)
CVT Reports

Strand I I

*

"Innovation• design projects

*

•Transfer of innovation•
design projects

*

Multiplier effect projects

*

Pla~nts in firms for young
people ~ndergoing initial
training

Pilot projects

Pilot projects

Pilot projects

Pilot projects

Continuing
training ·course
Placements

*

Placements in firms for young
university graduates

*

Exchanges for decision-makers

Exchanges

*

Surveys, analyses, exchange of
comparable data

Sect. surveys Studies
Ana. contract.
policy

Placements

Applied
research

..

STRAND III

*

National network

*

Regional or sectoral network

NCO

NCO

HADU·

Info. Centre
Regional or
sectoral UETPs

. Proposa I for a

COUNCIL DECISION
-

"

FSI'ABUSIDNG AN ACilON PROGRAMME
FOR 1HE IMPI.Fl\ftNrATION OF A ~ OlMMUNriY

- VOCATioNAL 1RAINING POllLY
' LEONARDO' DA VJNa

'

'

-TilE .a>UNCIL OF riJE EUROPEAN UNIQN,

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Commllllity, and in particular
Article-127 thereof,
Having regard to ~e proposal from the Commission1,

.

In cooperation with the European Parliamenf,
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committe&,
I.

Whereas .the Treaty gives the Community the responsibility ofimplementing a ·
vocatiorial training policy which supports and supplements the action of the Member
S~es;
.

~-

'

.

2.· \Vhereas this policy needs to be implemented while fully respecting the ~p6nsibility
of the Member States for the·· content and organisation of vocational training, and ·
excludes any harmohisation of the laws and regulations of the Member States;·
.-

3.

.I

- 2
3

4

\Vhereas the Cmmcil, in· its Decision 63/266/EEC, .adopted the general principles for · ·
implementit].g a eommqn vocational training policy, and application ofth~se ·general
principles ·is the responsibility of the Member States and the competent institutions
of the Community4;
- .
:
-~ · ·
'
..

OJ·OJ
OJ
OJ, English Special Edition 1963-1964, p. 25.

4.

Whereas the Cotmcil, by Decisions 86/365/EEC5 and 89/27/EEC6; adopted the two
phases of the COMETI programme designed to strengthen cooperation between
tmiversities and industry regarding training in the field of technology;

5.

Whereas the Cotmcil, by its Decision 89/657/EEC7, adopted the EUR01ECNET
· action programme to promote innovatio~ in the field of vocational training resulting
from technological change in the European C::ommtmity;

6.

Whereas the Cotmcil, by its Decision 90/267/EEC8, adopted the FORCE action
programme for the development of continuing vocational training in the European
Community;

-

7.

Whereas the Cotmcil, by its Decision 87/569/EEC9 amended by its Decision
· 91/387/EEC 10, adopted and then amended the PETRA action programme for the
vocational training of yotmg people and their preparation for adult and working life;

8.

Whereas, according to the evaluation 1-eports, covering the Community action
programmes COMETT, EUROTECNET, FORCE arid PE1RA, as revjewed in the
Report from the Commission to the Cotmcil, the European Parliament and the
Economic and Social Committeeu, Community'cooperation on vocational training
injects real added value into the actions conducted in and by Member States;

9.

Whereas the Cominission in its recommendation 87/567/EEC 12 on vocational
training for women encouraged Member States to strengthen measures to promote
the equality of opportunities, and in the Third Medium Term Action Programme
(1991-1994) on equal opportunities for men and women 13 the Commission tmdertook
to pursue exchanges of experience and know-how through the IRIS network and
develop this network to better identify the training . needs of women, promote
innovative training and develop a European methodology on the subj~;

10. Whereas the Cotmcil, in its resolution of 11 Jtme 1993 14, noted the·need to improve
the quality of vocational training in the Member States in order to encourage
continuing opportunities for individuals to develop their knowledge and s~lls and
thus contribute to increased economic and social cohesion as well as to the
competitiveness of the European economy;

5
6
7

8
9
10
II

12
13
14

OJ No L 222 of 8.8.1986, p. 17.
OJ No L 13 of 17.1.1989, p. 28.
OJ No L 393 of30.12.1989, p. 29.
OJ No L 156 of21.6.1990, p. 1.
OJ N° L346 of 10.12.1987, p. 31.
OJ No L 214 of2.8.1991, p. 69. _
COM(93) 151 final of5.5.1993.
OJ No L 342 of 4.12.1987, p. 35
COM(90) 449 final of 6.11.1990, confrrmed by Council Resolutien of 21.5.1991 (91/C 142/01) OJ
No C 142/01 31.5.1991, p.l.
OJ N° C186 of08.07.1993, p. 3.

...

11. _Whereas the Council, mIts recommendation of30 June 1993 on access to continuing
vocational training15, recommended that Member States adjust their vocational
training policies to ensuring that every worker of the Community be able to have
access to continuing vocational training without any form of discrimination and to
benefit therefrom throughout his or her worlqng life.
· ·
.

.

.

.

'

12. ·Whereas the Commission, in its working paper on the guidelines foe. Community·
action in the field of education and tt:aining16; stated that its aim was to rationalise
and streamline the action programmes in the vOcational training field into a single
programme, whilst reinforcing those aspects which appear to be most promising in
t~ of the Europe(lfi added value and stimulus they can offer;. .

...

13. Whereas the added value of Community action must be consolidated and reinforcW
in the oourse of the progressive establishment of an open area for training and
vocational qualifications .which is linked with .the creation and operation of the
Sirigle Market; .
·
,•

14. Wh~ the synthesis of Member Statesr contributions ansmg. from. the·
Memorandum on vocational training in the 1990s1! highlighted the major trends
jointly faced by the Member States in the said open area for training and vocational ··
qualifications;

·15. Whereas the European Council of 10 and 11 December 1993 conclUded that because.'
of the institutional, legislative ·and contractual peculiarities of each Member State,
the Communityrs action must focus on defining objectives, while leaving Member
States free to choose the means appropriate to their situation within a general
framework defmed ·in common, and that in order to strengthen the capacity of the
European economy, Member 'states, should draw on s1,1ggestions from the
~ommission White Paper on the .medium term strategy for growth,· competitiveness
and employment;
··
16. Whereas, in order to promote a ooherent development of vocational training, it is· .
' necessary to establi~h a common framework of objectives which will serve as a
. reference for Member Statesr· poli~ies;
·
.

.

.

17. Whereas, iri order to raise th~ effectiveness of Community action, different types of
measures need to be organised .within· three principal strands, the first aimed at ·
providing support for the quality of Member -Statesr· systemS; arrangements and
policies, the second at supporting innovation in actions on the training market and
the third · at the gradual implementation of a network to support the Euro~
dimensiqn in vocatjonal training;
·

IS·
16

.

17

OJ N° Ll81 of23:7.1993, pJ7. ·
. COM(93) 183 final of5.5.1993 .
COM(91) 397 final of 12.12.1991

18. Whereas the three types; of measures involved in the programme (pilot projects,
placements, surveys and analyses) are all aimed at transnational cooperation which
. clearly injects added value into .the actions undertaken by the Member States or by
the players in the training market, while respecting the principle of subsidiarity;

· . 19. Whereas there is a need to encourage operational links between the action.
programme in the vocational training field and the intervention of the Structural
Funds, especially Community Initiative Programmes.

-20. -Whereas there is a need to ensure continuous monitoring and systematic evaluation
of the programme and meastires in partnership between the Commission and the
Member States;

HAS DECIDED AS FOLID'-'S:

. Je:,

-..

·Article 1·

(Establishment of the Programme) .

This Decision establishes an action programme for the implementation of a European
CommUnity vocational training policy,· hereinafter.· referred· to as the "programlne.
LEONAROO da Vinci". The programlne shall enter ipto force on I January I995 ..
The programme eStablishes:

...

I)

Common Framework of Objectives for Community action, aimed at promoting a
coherent development of vocational training, described in Annex I;

c;1

.

-

2} a set of Community measures; described in Article 4 and in Allnex II, to be
implemented .on the basis of the Common F~ework of Objectives described in
Annex I, to. support and supplement activities undertaken by and in the Membei
States.
·

21-

Article 2

(Definitions)
For the purposes of this Decision, the term :
(a) "initial vocational training'; is used in a general sense to denote any form of initial
vocational training of non-university level, including technical ~d vocational training
and apprenticeship, which enables young people to gain· a vocational qualification
recognised by the competent authorities of the Member State in which it is obtained;
.....
(b) "continuing vocational training" is used in a general sense to denote any vocational
training engaged in by a worker in the European Community throughout his/her
working life;
(c) "firm" is used to denote large, medium-sized and small undertakings, regardless of
their legal status or the economic sector iri which they operate, and all types of
economic activity including the social economy;
(d) "worker" is used to denot~ any person having active links with the labour market,
including the self-employed;
· ·
(e)_ "social partners" is used to denote the employers' organisations and trade unions
recognised in each Member State for the purposes of collective bargaining, and/or
their inter-industry organisations and/or national organisations involved in joint
action.
(f) "training body" is used to denote all types of public, semi-public or private
establishment engaged in vocational training, further training, updating or retraining
activities, regardless of the way in which they are referred to in the Member States.
The term also covers autonomous economic or-ganisations, in particular chambers of
commerce and industry and/or their equivalents,' and professional associations;

(g) "university" is used to denote all types of higher-education establishment which
provide qualifications· or diplomas of that level, whatever they may be called;
(h) "open and distance learning and training" is used to denote any type of non-

traditional training, including the use of new information and communication
technologies_ and services and involving. advice on training and individualisedr
tutoring;
/

Anicle 3

(Actio~ to be undertaken at national -level)
The Common Framework of Objectives described in Annex I will serve_ as a reference
for the development of Member States' policies, bearing in_mind the internal legal powers
- of the parties concerned and the respective responsibilities of the competent public
authorities, firms and the social partners.
-

.,

.

-Article 4
_(Community measures)
1. - The Commission shall implement the Community measures -specified in Annex II
during the period from 1 January 1995 to-31 December 1999. ·
2.

Decisions shall be t3ken in accordance ~th the' procedure laid down in Article 5
concermng:
:(a)

the priorities in the Community measures described in Annex II and the
annual work J!rograrrnne resulting from it;

(b)

the financial support 'to be provided by the CommunitY (amounts, duration and
beneficiaries);
---

(c) - the breakdown among the varioUs strands;
(d)

.
.

.

procedures for selection,- evaluation, dissemination and transfer of results,

Article 5

(Committee)
The Commission shall be assisted by an Advisory Committee COniposed of two .
representatives from each Member State and chaired by the reprC$entative of the
Commission.
Twelve representatives of the social partners, appoirited by the Commission on the basis
of prop(>sals from the organisations representing the social partners at Community level,
· shall participate in the work of the Committee as observers.

-

...

The Commission representative shall submit to the Committee the draft measures to be
undertaken. The Committee shall deliver its opinion on the draft, within a time ·limit
which the Chairman may lay down according to the urgency of the matter irfvolved, by
taking a vote if necessary. ·
The opinion shall be recorded in the minutes; in addition, each Member State shall have
the right to ask to have i~_position recorded in the minutes.
The Commi.ssion shall take the utmost account of the opinion delivered by the
Committee. It shall inform the Committee of the manner in which its opinion has beeil
taken into account.

..

AJ1icle 6

· (Consistency and complementarity)
- .

I. · The CommiSsion shall strive to ensure overaiLconsistehcy between the programme ahd the Community progiamme on ed11cation.
· ·
.

2.

...

.

The CommisSion, in partnership with the Member States, shall foster an ele_ment of
complementarity between the operation.ofthe programme and the intervention of the .
Structural Ftmds, es~ially Commtmity Initiative Progiammes. It will strive, in
particular, to ensute that Community measures implemented· in ·this programme shall
contribute to improving the structural interventions m,·the field of vocational training,
·. with a view to:
.

.

(a) disseniinating and enhancing the relevant Comparative information on vocatibnal
·
·
·
training systems and arrangementS;

(b)

st~ulating the implementation of·~national act~ons related to vocational
training, based on the results of the .programme's pilot projects;

(c) promoting _greater synergy with policies to~promote employment and which
support equal opportunities· for access to initial and continuing trai_ning for
disadvantaged groups.
3.

The Commission, in partnership ~th the M~ber States, shall encourage the
·-coordination of activities betWeen the- programme and the Fourth Research· and .
. Development Framework Programme.
·

. 4. . The Commission; shall set . up the appropriate oPerational links between the
programine an4 the activities )Vithin the Social Dialogue Framework at Commurtity ._
level. ·
·
·
·
·
•
•.

...

5. In implementing .the programme, the Commission shall be assisted by the European
. · Centre for the Development of Vocational Training (CEDEFOP) - ~- .
'
_
-·

•s

;._

~

CoUncil Regulation (EEC) No 337i75 of 10 Febn.iarY 1975 establishing a European Centre for the
Development of Vocational Trainin~- OJ No L. 39 of 132.1915, p. 1.

Article 7

(Monitoring, evaluation and reports)
1.

2.

The programme shall be continuously monitored on a partnership basis involving the
Commission and the Member States. This shall be done by means of reports drawn
up by the Member States and of specific activities, thus enabling the programme to
be redirected in the light of the needs identified. ,
Monitoring, fmancial management and control of the transnational measures·shall be
the task of the Commission.
·

...

The programme ·shall be evaluated at regular intervals through a partnership
involving the Commission and the Member States.

.

The resUlts of Community. measures shall be evaluated by outside bodies at regular
intervals.
3.

The Member States shall forward to the Commission a report on vocational training
on 31 December 1995 and every two years thereafter.

,
This shall include:
any appropriate information on existing systems and arrangements in the
Member States for promoting and fimding vocational training;
a description of any activities undertaken to give tangible form to the Common
Framework of Objectives described in Annex I;
a d~cription of any complementary operational links established at national
level .between ·activities under the programme and the interventions of the
Structural Funds, especially Community Initiative Programmes.
4.

The Commission shall submit to the CotJtlcil, the European Parliament and the
Economic and Social Committee before 30 Jdne 1998 an interim report on the launch
phase, and
,, before 30 June 2000 a report on implementation of the programme.

I>one at ................. , ............... .
For the Council
For the President

..

ANNEX I
aJMMON .FRAME\\ORK OF 0BJECDVES .···
'.

Bearing in mind that the Member States should pay particular attention to the following
measures:

...

improving vocational training systems. Cont~uing training is, in particular, to be
facilitated so as to . ensure ongoing adjustment of skills .. to the needs of
competitiveness and to ·combating tmemployment;
· ·
·

•

specific measures oonceming young people who leave the education system without
. adequate training, .
·
the Common Framework of Objectives shall combine:

1. , Facilitating adaptation~ il:ldmtrial changes, especially, through vocational trnining
and retrnining
·
·
and, in particular.
a)

promoting anticipation and forecasting of requirements in terms of skills and

.training; /

.

:

. b)

'

.

promoting the acquisition of new qualifications and key rompetences;.

c) 'developing continuing. training with regard to the' results of research and
technological development programmes;
·
'
d)

enooura~g. training of executives and managers of SMEs, focuSing on the
mechanisms governing internationalisation of the economy, the rules of the
single market, the new technologies and their implications.
.
.

· 2.

Im{imving initial ·vocation3{·1nuning and continuing training iri order to facilitate ..
integration and ~integration into the labour market
· and, in partic~ar.- ,
a)

2

3

/

.

promoting the vocational training. of yourig people and tlieir preparation for
adult and working life1, developing continuing vocational trainingl and
.supporting innovation . in the field of vocational training resulting from
technological chan~;

"\rticle 1, paragraph 1 of Council Decision 91/387/EEC and Article 2 of Council
Decision 87/569/EEC-PElRA
.
Article 5 of Council Decision 90/267/EEC FORCE
Article 4 of Council Decision 89/657/EEC-EUROTECNET

b) supporting the consolidation of vocational guidance arrangements
diversification of training courses on offer;
c)

an~

the

supporting the development of high-quality training for the designers, planners
and managers of training policies;

d) developing the freedom of training bodies to provide services in the Community,
and exchanges of information and experience on obstacles to the creation of an
open European area for training.

3.

Facilitating access to vocational tnlining and encotngi.ng mobility of instructors and
trninees, and especially young people
·
and in· particUlar :
a) ·providing all young people in the Community, who so wish, with access to one,
or if possible, two or more years of initial vocational training following on from
their compulsory schooling on a full-time basis and leading to a vocational
qualification recognised by the ·competent authorities in the Member State in
which it is obtainec:f;

4
5

b)

implementing common guidelines on access to continuing vocational training,
the basic principle being that every worker should be able to gain access to
continuing training without any form of discrimination and to benefit from it
throughout hjs or her working .life5;

c)

promoting effective equality of access to continuing training for women thereby
helping to open up neW areas of work to them and encouraging them to return
to work after a break;

d)

developing the Community dimension in trammg through transnational
placements and promoting the mutual recognition and Ior validation of the skills
acquired;

e)

encouraging the development of open and distance learning and training to
faeilitate access to training.
.

Article 1 of Council Decision 91/387/EEC-PElRA
Council Recommendation 93/404/EEC

3't

...
t'

4. . ·S1imulating cooperation on tndning between muning establiShments and finm
and, in pu1icular.
a)

developing a European dimension into cooperation- between Universities and
finns as regards training in technology; their application .and transfer6; ·

b) improving Cooperation links. between initial arid continuing training in order to
.. develop an ,approach based on life-long learning..
·
... -·
,··

5.

.

Supporting exchanges of infonnation and experience on issues coriunon to the
tmining systetm of the Member States
.
and, in puticular.
·
providing support to promqte applied research int<;~ vocational training and to develop
exchanges of information and experience. on training systems. arid arrangements and
on qualification and certification· systems.
·
,

..
'.

6

Article 3 of Council Decision 89/27/EEC-COMETI li
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ANNEXO

CUMMUNfiY MFASURFS

Part A : :Me~ures
The measures draw on the experience gained in implementing the COmmunity's
COMETI, EUR01ECNET, FORCE, PETRA and IRIS programmes.
They cover initial and continuing training systems, policies and actions as definCd in the
Member States, and are based on strengthened cooperation between· the various players
in vocational training, in particular between firms and universities or training bodies.

. ..

These measures are divided between three main strands :

..

Strand I:

Measures to support the quality of Member States' systems,. arrangements and
policies;

Strand II:

Measures to support innovative capacity in actions on the training market.

;

Strand III: Network, Language Knowledge and Support measures.

..

S1RAND 1: MFASIJruS 10 SUPPORf 1HE QUAUIY OF MEMBER STATES'
, SYS1EMS, ARRANGEMENTS AND POUCIES .
..

This first strand is designed to furnish Community support, for projects with a direct .
~mpact on · national vocational training systems and arrangements. The aim is to
contribute . to greater effectiveness and quality of vocational training systems and
·. arrangements and their ability to respond to the training needs of individuals and firnis
and promote the qUality of VoCational training methods,, processes and tools.
.
.... r;.-

Projects aimed at supporting the quality of systems shall be submitted to the Corrimission ·
upon a proposal from the Member- States.
· · ·
They shall be coordinated by a public ·operator, by a partnership involving -private
operators, public operators or the social partners, or, finally, by a non-public operator .with
direct responsibility in the structuring and development of the Member State's system,
arrangements or policy.
··
·
· 11 l'nnnatioml pilot projects ·
(a)

Design projects

Assistance in devising, developing and experimenting With transnational vocational
training pilot projects.
·
.

.

Community support shall be forthcoining, in particular, for projeCts involving : .
the improve'ment of initial ·Vocational trnining through the implementation of
training programmes and modules, the recqgnitioh of acquired skills in the
. national systems and the training of instructors and tutot'S; the training of
vocational qwlification specialists or analysts; the implementation of projects
-in .the vocational guidance field, including networking of vocational guidance
centres; the training of guidance cOunsellors ·anq specialists;

••

equal opportunities between men and women in vocational training;

the training of plamers and manageJS of vocationai training arrangements;
the training of socio-economic players involved iR contractual pplicy on
vocational training; ·

(b) :Multiplier-effect projects

Assistance in dissemination and transfer of training methods, products, results and
tools arising from the design projects into the training systems and arrangements,
including the setting up of open and distance learning and training drawing on new
information and communicatiop technologies .and leading to transferable training
products, such us those developed in the context· of the "General interest telematic
systems - Flexible and distance learning" of the Third Framework Programme for
Research and Technological Development.
:l ...

12 Tnmsnational placement and exchange programmes

(a) Placement programme for young people undergoing initial training

•

. Assistance for transnational placement programmes for young people undergoing
initial vocational training, with priority being given to occupational sectors most
affected by change, particularly in the context of completing the single market. Such
placements shall be for short periods, from three to twelve weeks, or for long periods
'from three to twelve months, where the latter form an integral part of transnational
training agreeinents including the recognition of acquired skills.
(b) Transnational placement programme for young workers

Support for transnational placement programmes for young workers or for young
people available on the labour market, aimed at equipping them with validated
vocational,experience or an additional qualification. Such placements shall normally
last three months, and at most twelve months.
(c) Transnational exchange programme for decision-makers
Assistance for exchange programrries for national or regional public decision-makers
and organisations representing the social partners designed fu foster mutual
l,lllderstanding of how vocational training systems and arrangements work, and the
transfer of experience.
This action shall be integrated into the study visit programme run by_ CEDEFOP on
the Commission's behalf.
·
·
13 Smveys, analyses and exchanges of cornpuable data

a)

Surveys and analyses· on the quality oftraining_systems and arrangements

Community support will be provided for work developped on a transnational basis,
on issues common to the Member States related to implementation of the Common
Framework of Objeqives set out in Annex I.

..

The aim here shall be -to help the public authorities to raise the quality and
effectiveness ,;, through a reference ·framework at Community level· - of thei!activities in the· field of voCational traifling.

-It will involve:
qualifi~ion

the setting up of general systems for. anticipating training .and
requirements; _
'
·
- . new training methods for SMEs;

_-new types of apprenticeship or sandwich oourses and of cooperation betw~
firms and training bodies or universities; .
.
-new methods and tools for evaluating the quality of training on offer;
.

.

new training curricula for training design~ and planners;
-

the transparency, .recognition arid validation of vocaticuial qualifications; ·

- the development of the right to training (youth credits, etc.);
-the acc6unting of training expenditure in rurtional. arid corpOrate accounts,
espeeially from the point of view of investmentin training.
b) ·_ Exchange of companmle data
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

In close cooperation with EUROSTATs ~'Education and Training Statistics" Working·
Party, the Commission shall systematically collect data existing in_Member States,
shall develop comparable con~ts on the basis of work done at national level, shall
conSolidate the Comniun!ty surveys under way (Labour Force Survey, Continuing
Vocational Training Survey, etc.) and draw up a joint' overall methodological
framework which can be used in all Member States.
·

..

'.

SlRAND ll:

MEASURES
'10 SUPFORT. INNOVATIVE CAPAO'IY IN
ACIIOO'S ·00' 1HE'1RAINING MARKEr

This second strand is targeted at vocational training market operators and players offering
training measures or products. The aim is to support innovation in vocational training
. management, methods and materials, promote and transfer technological innovation
through vocational training, improve the Gapacity of vocational training and qualification
systems to respond to change, and promote the development of open and distance
learning and training.
·
On proposals from the various players involved in vocational training, firms, the social
partners, universities and training bodies, projects for supporting innovative capacity shall
be submitted to the Commission.
·

... ~

Rl Tramnational pilot projects
a)

Design projects ''support for innovati.on in training"
Assistance for devising, developing and eXperimenting with transnational pilot
projects promoting innovation in training, in terms of instruction,. ·content,
tutoring, methods, tools, equipment, and methods of anticipating ·needs and
assessing training.
Community support shall be forthcoming for:
the implementation of projects related to adaptation to industrial change and
changes in production systems;
the implementation of projects m contmctual policy on continuing
vocational training;
the implementation of projects in the field of personal development,
individual career plam or skills ~sessment;
4

the implementation of projects related to anticipation of needs in terms of
qualifiCations, skills and training within occupational or technological
sectors;
·
the development, via transnational networks and partnerships, of transferable
methods, . content and products fot continUing vocational training of
employees;
the implementation of projects related to training of executives of SMF.s.

•

/

b) Design projects ''trniniilg to promote the tnlrtifer of technological inmvation"
The emphasis shalL be on:
the development of highly qualified h~ reso~- thfough quality
training based on strengthened cooperation between finm 3nd uniyeJSities;
the quality and effectiveness of innovation arid technology· transfer support
services;
the improvement- of i~try's capacity to absorb new technologies, m
·particular SMEs and traditiom1l sectors of industry.
·
'

•

.

'

Community support shall take the form. of assistance for devising, developing
and experimenting with transnational pilot projects tq promote innovation in
respect of training instruction, content, tutoring, methods, tools and equipment.
.

I

It shall be forthcoming for:_

projects for training in technology jointly operated by firms , from at l~t
t1¥'ee different Community Member States,· in.copj~ction with universities,
in fields related t~ new technologies and their applicat,ions;
joint projects for management training on transfer· of innovative
technologies; ·
·
.

.

.

-

.

arrangements for open and distance learning and training making use of new ·
training technologies and leading to transferable training products; they shail
also ·include promotion .of the activities of EuropCaiJ. centres· for distance
··.·training and self-learning.
-

'"

1{-1 ..

c)

Multiplier-effect projects
Commtmity support shall be forthcoming for:
dissemination and transfer of training methods, products, resultS and tools .
developed by transnational partnerships;
intensive short courses in training in technology, having a European
dimension for rapid application of new technologies through
fmns/universities cooperation;
activities aimed at producing courses and. materials for open and dis~ce
learning and training, as well as the linguistic and cultural adaptation of
high-quality courses to allow them to be used in Member States other thari
· that in which they originate.

.~

..

•

R2 'I'mrtinational placement and exchange progmmme
a)

'I'mrtinational progmmme of placements in finm for young people undergoing
tmiversity tJaining
Support for prognimmes of placements in firms for young people undergoing
university training, within a flrm in another Member State, in connection. with .
a transnational vocational qualification project supported by cooperation between
firms and universities in several Member States in the new technology field.
Such placements shall normally last six months, and at most twelve months.

b) 'I'mrtina1ional pmgnunme of placements in finm for young university gmduates
Support for programmes of placements in firms for young people who have
completed their university curriculum and young graduates working in their .first
job, within a firm in another Member State, in connection with an innovation
project for SMEs forming part of the development strategy of the flrm, groups
of finns or SME resource centres. Such placements shall normally last six
months, and at most twelve months.
·
c)

Thlmmational pmgnmnne of exchanges between finm
Support for programmes of exchanges between fmns, primarily of people in
charge of training or hlJIIlali resources (on a part-time or full-time basis) and
tutors in fmns, connected with the development plans of SMEs or groups of
SMEs involving the use of new technologies or production processes. Such
exchanges shall normally .last two weeks, and at most eight weeks.

ll.3 Smveys, analyses and exchange of compmlble data
Surveys and analyses on the innovative capacity of players in the training market '

4-2

....

--

.'..

Assistance for comparatiye w~rk on common i~sues con.iected with the -Creation of· · -an open area for vocational trainingand qualifications, with the central aim of
- supporting innovation in trairiing and -enhancing the transf~ of innovation through training, for the benefit of all players _in the vocational training market. ··
·
Community support shall be forthcoming· for work carried out :On a transnational
basi$ cOncerning: _, _
new methqds and tools for htunfut resource audits for SMEs an,d for training
in SMEs; ·
.
..

~

.....

hew forms of work organisation
designed to promote the acquisition
of skills;
.
·.
'

-,

sectoral surVeys on firms' continuing trainfug plans and •on new methods ofassessing skills at the workplace;
·
·

.-

analysis of contractual policy ori trairiing and· of the role played by_ the social
partners in training;
improving knowledge and circulation of information on the evolution of
occupations and skills, ~ cOoperation with the CEDEFOP;

- . the definition of criteria for and ways of measuring quality, of cost-benefit
analys~ and of analyses on the cost-effectiveness of training.

·•

'v

S1RAND m NEf\\ORK, lANGUAGE KNOWI.E~.X;EAND SUPPORTMFASURES
This third strand includes all the activitieS in strands I and II and is designed to enhance
the European dimension in vocational training : support for the European network of
. national organising bodies and operational structUres to enhance its capacity to support
and act as an interface, development of language knowledg~ and infonnation, monitoring
and evaluation actions to enhance the visibility and impact of the programme. · At
operational level and on the ground it will be necessary to set up active complementarity
between the network structures and operators of this Programme and those responsible
for the implementation of the Structural Funds.

mt

European network

a)

Support for initiatives taken by Member States to ensure the openness of the
programme, facilitate access to it, strengthen the dissemination of its results and
. coordinate the national organising bodies and operational structures set up under
the COMETT, EUR01ECNET, FORCE, PETRA and IRIS programmes.

b)

Establishment of telematic communications, a databank covering the various
projects, surveys, analyses, results and products, as w~ll as an electronic mail
system. Progressive extension, both regionally and sectorally, of the European
network to further Pn>mote transnational Cooperation, ensure the openness of the
programme and boost disseniination of its results.
·

c)

Implementation of European coordinating activities.

m2

Action on fhe development of language knowledge
Assistance for the design and multiplier fimction oftnmsnational projects aimed
at draWing up large-scale linguistic audits for finns or for socio-economic
groups, joint curricula, innovative teaching aids and/or recognising linguistic
accomplishments achieved through the implementation of these curricula

m3

Support measures : information, monitoring and ~sessment

a)

Implementation of an overall infonnation action on a partnership basis
encompassing the Commission, the Member States and the Programme's ·
operational structures.

b)

Monitoring and. continuous assessment of the Community measures.

c)

Technical assistance required for the smooth operation of the programme, in
particular support, monitoring and continuous assessment of the programme;
development of transnational expertise; dissemination and transfer of the
methods, products and tools· devised and the results obtained.

-4·

Part B : 1HE COMMUNIIY'S FINANOAL roNIRIBUTION
The Community shall contribute· to ·the funding. of expenditure · eonnectoo with. the
measures planned for Strands I, II and IlL
. .
A: The Community's fmancial contribution to transnational projects may amount to 75% "

of expenditure, with a ceiling of ECU 100 000 per year ru;td per project for:
design pro,jects under "support for the quality of systems" (Action 1.1.a), which
may last three years at most;
·
"

design projects under "support for irulovation in training" (Action Il.l.a) and
design projects under "training for the transfer of technological innovation"
(Action 11.1.b), which may last two years at most;
·
·

i

.

.

.

multiplier-effect projects (Actions l.l.b and Il.l.c), which may last one year at
most.
.
B. The ceilings for· the Community's fmancial cOntribution to the placement and

exchange programmes

sh~l
.

be as follows:

·
.

ECU 5 000 _per beneficiary for placementof a young person undergoing initial
training (Action 1.2.a), a young worker (Action 1.2.b) and a young persqn at
university (Action 11.2.a);
·
ECU 10 000 per beneficiary for placement · of a young person who has.
completed his/her university curriculum or a young graduate working in his/her
first job (Action ti.2.b);
·
·
·
ECU 5 000

..

.

~-

C.

per beneficiary f~r an exchange between firms (Action II.2.c).

The Community's fmancial contribution may vary between 50 % and 100 · % of
expenditure (or the network (Action 111.1) and may amount to 100 % of expenditure ·
forsurveys and analyseS (Actions 1.3 and 11.3), actions related to language (Action
111.2) and support measures (Action 111.3).
·

FINANCIAL STATEMENT

1.

....

.TITLE OF OPERATION
· Vocational training

2.

BUDGET HEADING INVOLVED

B - 102 - Vocational training·
Formerly headings B3-1 020/B3-1021/B3-l022/B3-1 023/B3-I 024.

3.

LEGAL BASIS

· Council Decision No I

4.

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION

4.1.

Genernl objective

IEC of

(OJ L ... )

On the basis of experience acquired through the implementation of the
Community programmes COMEIT, EUROTECNET, FORCE and PETRA,
and of other operations and pilot projects carried out in the field of
vocational training, the main objective of the programme is to ensure the .
implementation of a vocational training policy to support and complement
operations by Member States. More specifically, the programme is
intended to promote cooperation between Member States with the aim of
working towards an open area for vocational training and qualifications.
I •

In proposing this action programme, the Commission is following a policy
which is. in line with the objective of rational ising and coordinating
vocational training operations as set out in. its working document
"Guidelines for Community action in the field of education
training".

and

In this· context,. the main objectives of the programme are as follows:
a)

To help improve the effectiveness and quality of vocational training
systems and their capacity to respond to the training requirements

· ·of individuals and busi~esses, particularly SMES, and to improve
the qualiity of training methods; curricula and tools~ ..
b)

c)
.''.

:

,

To .support innovations. in vocational training management,
methodology and facilities~ promote and disseminate technological
• innov~tions and de.\;~lopments. in production systems through the
medium of vocational training and improve the abiiity ofvocational
training and qual\fication systems to respond to these changes and
promote progress in ope.n an_d distar~.ce learning;
To develop th~ European dimension in tnunmg at all levels,
particularly in the learning and dissemination of Community ·
languages and support the Euiopean vocational training network;

In support of these general objectives, the programme makes provision for
Community. assistance for three types of transnational cooperation: pilot
projects enabling knowle9ge and experience to be. exchariged and shared,
training periods (placements) in a company or training institute in, another
·Member State in order to support the transfer of experience through
physical mobility, and Community studies aitd analyses .to develop
common concepts and references. .
.

4.2~

. Period covered and a.mmgements for renewal. o~ ex~nsion
Five-year actiori programme ( 1995-1999).
Renewal· on the ba5is of results obtained follov.1ng an evaluation. of the
programme.·

5.
5.1.

,

CLASSIFICATION OF ExPENDffiJRE OR REVENUE

. · Non-compulsory expenditure

5.2 ..

Differentiated. appropriations

5.3.

Type of revenue involved

.

'\

None.

6.

TYPE OF EXPENDITURE OR REVENUE

J 00% subsidy: yes, for subsidies and surVeys.
-

Subsidy for joint financing with other sources in the public- and/or ·
private sector: yes, projects ·'are rior~ally jointly financed to a .
maximum of 75%.

~-t

7.

FINANCIAL IMPACT

7.1.

Methocl of calculating total cost of operation (definition of unit costs)
Set out in accordance with the Annex to the proposal for a Council
Decision.

.

,_

'\

.
l . -

Approximate itemised breakdown of cost
·
· In current ECU minion

1.2.

Urea~do"'n

19%

Budget
1995

'

1997

1998
'

Strand I
.

Support ,for S)~t~m quality
and policies· of Member
States
.

-

;

..

TOTAL

1999

'

..

.

Pi lot. projects
Exchanges·
Surveys, analyses and
exchanges of
comparable data

13.3
25.4
5.9

12.2
24.2
5.1

1

14.4
26.6
6.1

16.5
27.8
6.3

47.1

. 50.6

..

18.8
29.0
6.5

72.5
133.0
30.5

54.3

238.7

.,

-

Sub-total

Stiai!d II

.

42.1

. Support forinno\'alion in.·
training operations
- Pilot proj~ts
Exchanges
Surveys, 'thematic
analySes

44.6

..

-'42.0
21.8
4.8

~

'

•'

/

44.6
23.0
5.1

47.0
24.2 .·
5.4

50.6
25.8
5.8

54.4
·27.5
6.2

238.6
122.3
27.3
',

"

Sub-total

68.6

76.6

72.7

82.2

88.1

388.2

Stnind III
'

Networks and
accompanying measures
Networl;
Knowledge 'of ·.
_languages
- Accompanying
measures·
Monitoring

..

-

13.0.
8.7

-

Sub-total

..

....

TOTAL

_,

-

13.7
/9.2
.-

5.8

6.i

3.4
30.9
141.6

3.6
32.7
150.0

.

.

.15.7
10.4

. .14.5
9.6
I

16.7 ..
11.1

73.6
49.0

'7.S

33.0 .

-6.5 •,
3.8 :
34.4
158.1 .

7.0 :
4.1 .
37.2
170.0

4.4
39.7
182.1

19.3
174;9
801.8

The breakdo\vn of the appropnattons requested according to the three strands and
according to the different headings Will depend on the total amount allocated. by the
budgetary authority.
Notes:
The 1995 budget may be re~onciled with the 1994 :budg~t (final year of _the PETRA;
FORCE. EJJROTECNET and COMETI programmes which are eonsolidat~d by the.
. acti()n pr.ograinme) on the basis of the figures for the 1994 PDB as follows:
PDB 1994 (hea:d~ngs B3-1020 ., BJ-1024)

49'

l075

)

.

Components transferred from the vocational
training programme to the
Youth for Europe Ill programme
Inclusion of the former Action III of the LINGUA
programme
Total

.·

'

;

- l.S

+ 8.1
114.1

The difference between this amount of ECU 114.1 million and the 1995 budget
(ECU 141.6 million) is accounted for by the quantitative and qualitative progress expected
from the new action programme in relation to the programmes from which it follows on,
nameJy:
-

ECU 14 million to ·be added to pilot projects supporting innovation in. operations
carried out in the training market to finance the extension of projects into new fields,
as set out in the prQgramrne (access to continuing training, adjustment to Industrial
changes);

-

ECU 6 million added to Section C (Network) to strengthen initial and continuing
training aspects; .

-

the trend· towards increases. under each of the three strands of the programme;

.

" ..

.

•·

So·

. 7.3.
7.). I.

. IOdicative .schedule of appropriations

Schedule for proposed new operation

Commitment
appropriations

•••

.

1995
..

1996

141.6

150.0

·1997

158.1

1999.and
suhscqucnt years

1998

170.0

182.1

·.. TOTAL

801.8

-

Payment
appropriations

-

1995.

113.3

113.3
28.3.

1996
1997

120.0

148.3

·-

126.5.

30.0

\

156.5

..

. 1998

31.6

1999 .and
subsequent 'years

\

136.0 .

167.6

34.0

182J

2_16.1

170.0

182.1

801.8

..
,·

TOTAL

8.

141.6

150.0.

158.1

•.

FRAUD PREVENTioN MEASURES AND 1liE REsULTS OF MEASURFS TAKEN

All contracts, agreements and legal undertakings-by the Commission make
provision for the ·possibility of spot checks by the Commission a:nd by the
Court of Auditors. Among other things, beneficiari~s of actions are obliged
to provide reports and financial statements which are analysed with. regard
to the cont~nt and the eiigibility of expendi'ture, in accordance with the
aim of Community-financing.

9.

ELEMENTS. OF COST.;.EFFECIWENESS. ANALYSIS

9.1.

Specific and quantified objectives; target population
The aim of the proposal· for lhe action programme to implement a
Community vocational train.ing policy is to increase the effectiveness _and
transparency of Community. action in this field. The proposed approach~is
not merely an addition
operations carried out hitherto under the four
action p'rogrammes but introduces a true elerrierrrofrationalisation be~een
the various measures.

to

At a time when the development of vocational training has ·a strategic rol~.
to play in controlling the processes of industrial ana socio-:-econotnic .
change facing the Community, the Commission wishes to ensure maximum
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impact and the greatest possible multiplier effect for its operations to
support and complement the policies and systems of ~ember States.
There are three strands, each with its own specific objectives, for
implementing the general objectives of the programme and contributing to
the progressive achievement of an open area for training and qualifications
within the Community:
Strand I:

Measures aimed at ·supporting quality m the systems and policies of
Member States;

Strand 2:

Measu~es

aimed at supporting innovation m operations in the training

•..

market;
Strand 3:

Network and accompanymg measures - Promotion of the European
dimension.

The programme involves all those involved in vocational trammg, whether. public
authorities, private training institutes, businesses, management or workers. The aim is to
provide guidelines for these groups to help them improve their methods and practices for
defining requirements and designing· operations on the basis of results obtained from
transnational cooperation.
.
·

S'ffiAND I

MEASURES AIMED AT SUPPORTING QUALri'Y IN THE SYSn:MS AND POUCIES
OF MEMBER .STATES

The aim of this strand is to provide Community support for projects with a direct impact
on national vocational training systems. Improving the quality of operations under these
systems presupposes increased effectiveness in terrris of investment and the level of public
expenditure involved. The experience of previous programmes, in particular PETRA
(initial training systems), has shown that transnational cooperation enabled national
systems to become more efficient. At a time of great pressure on national bt~dgets, the
economies of scale and the transfer of innovations which become possible under
Community operations have,an increasingly important role.
For subjects such as qualifications or careers guidance, which should be· considered
. central to this first strand, the transnational cooperation developed under the programme
makes it possible to introduce a true European dimension, which is essential from the
point of view of freedom of movement and mobility for individuals for training and
employment purposes.

A.

Spetifi(: objectives

of

Transnational cooperation on the design, development and testing
transnational pilot projects for initial training programmes and modules,
the training of instructors and tutors, qualifications specialists, ·vocational
guidance, equal opportunities, contractual policy, general systems for

'.

. forecasting requirements, the introduction of distance learning systems, the .·
definition of ~riteria and mea5ures relating to quality and methods of
recognition or joint validation;
Transn11tional cooperation ori pilot projects for the dissemination· and
transfer of training system methodologies, products, results and tools;
·rransnational cooperation on the placement of young peoiJie ·in initial
vocational training;
Transnational .cooperation on exchanges of 'young workers, with the aim
of acquiring· valid vocational experience or an additional qualification;
_TranSnational cooperation on exchanges of public sector decision~makers
at national and regional ·levels· and of employers• and employees' .
representatives;
Transnational cooperation on the training of people at Community_ level ·
who develop
and administer Structural
Fund operations; · .
.
Transnational cooperation on studies· and comparative analyses of systems ·
and trends.
.
·

B.

-Target groupS

/•

This first strand is directed at all those involved .in national· vocational training
systems, whether initial or continuing training. Bowever, account must be taken
of the. fact that' public sector systems in Member State.s are concerned primarily
with _initial vocational training for young poople, giving them a privil~ged status, __
particularly with regard to placements.
C.

Budget- for Strand I
30% of total -credit~ _(29.6%) are to be allocated to Strand l (quality of
systems) over the course of the programme; "

.J

Assess~ent of th~ credits allocated to Strand I must tak~ acoount of the
following:
a)

Promoting and raising the quality Qf systems, par:ticularly for initial
training, is essential, given the need to give all young people basic
training ~d to reduce the risks of youth unemployment, which
· correlates 'closely with a lack ·of quruifications or
suitable
qualifications. ·

of

b)

The first phases of the PETRA programme have shown the impact

of tranSnational cooperation on the quality of ini-tial y~cational

training for young people. Under PETRA there have been_ more
than
700 projects, and
14
000 instructors and 85 000 young people
'
'..
.
,·
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have taken part 'in the network's acttvttles since 1988. Such
cooperation, and the dissemination of the results of transnational
operations (joint training n10duJes or programmes) have led a
.number of Member States to develop their. own initial training
systems.
c)

The first transnational measures in the field of continuing training
under the FORCE programme have also shown the impact on state
intervention systems in terms of quality, particularly in the search
for synergy between public and private financing.

d)

The first synopses of continuing training systems have been
produced and must be supplemented and refined in order to provide
comparable data. A statistical survey is now being carried .out in
association with Eurostat,. and on the basis of a systematic
gathering of existing data, Community surveys will be consolidated
and . a common, global ·methodological framework will ·be
established for use in all Member States. Building on the work
carried out, significant progress still needs to be made in order to
reconcile the various sources, cover all fields of vocational training
and give decision--makers comparable arid reliable references to
enable them to tackle cost-effectiveness in the various national
systems.

..4 •

Consolidating these various operations and placing them on a systematic footing
req~ires the availability of significantfinancial resources to make the most of the
added value v..+tich transnational cooperation brings to improving the quality of
training systems.
Pursuing Community action is even more important in terms of added value given
that the period 1995-99 .is likely to see increased pressure on national budgets at
precisely the time when training requirements, particularly for young people, are
.recognised as having top priority.

STRAND U

·MEASURFS AIMED AT SUPPORTING INNOVATION IN OPERATIONS

ON 'IlfE

TRAINING MARKET

This second strand is aimed at all those involved m offering trammg operations or
products, i.e. training establishments, companies, management, social partners and
· universities.
Projects are intended on the one hand to support and develop innovati.on in vocational
training in order to increase its effectiveness, and on the other hand to develop training
operations aimed at encouraging and facilitating the diffusion of technological
innovations..

••

A.

Specific objectives

Pr~motion of ·transnational cooperation for· the design, development and':r
. testing of pilot projects with the objective of introducing innovations into
teaching (content, tutoring, methods; tools and facilities), in order to
produce transferable products, anticipate requirements, provide vocational
guidance for adults, adapt to industrial changes, improve, contractual policy
·with regard to vocational training and define criteria and measures relating

to quality~

Development ·of transnational ·cooperation on. trammg projects for the
diffusion· of technological i.pnovations, management of their transfer,
"dissemination of research results, training m specific technologies and
development of multilateral systems~

....
;

.

..

Transnational cooperation on transnational placements in busines5es for
young .ll!li:versity students or graduates~
·~

Transnational cooperation on inter-~mpany exchanges
responsible for training or h\iman resources~
·

of those

Transnational cooperation on surveys and analys~s relating to ·matters of
common interest connected· with the establishment of an open area for
training an~ qualifications.
Transnationru' cooperation should make it po~sible to design innovative projects,
and-also. to achieve .a mote intensive transfer and multiplier effect at Commun.ity
- .level. With regard to the difl'usion oftechn'ologic_al innovation~, tnuni.ng operations
are to be linked to . Community operations m the field of research and- ·
·development.

B.

Target groups_

The second strand is aimed primarily at those involved in the training market,
including private. or public training ~stabllshments, ~ompanies, universities,.
chambers of trade and com1perce and employers~ and empl<?y~es' organisations .
Training operations organised by· them and benefitting from the impact of the
Community operation are intended for individuals who· are working and are
integrated into the labour market.
B~gef for

Strand D

Nearly 50% of the total budget for the programme (48.4) is clJiocated to
this strand;
It should be borne. in mind that several ,thousand operators, several
thousand products and several hundred thousand benefici'aries are involved,
arid that the resources being mobilised are in lirie With the objective of
. achieving an adequate threshold effect in a context in which businesses

themselves are experiencing significant pressure on their investment in
training and, in particular, the requirements associated with updating
qualifications, transforming and developing skills and introducing new
technologies and production methods into the organisation of work are
expanding at ·an ever-increasing rate;
The action programmes, particularly FORCE (continuing traini,ng) and
COMETI (training in the transfer of technological innovations), have
shown operators to be extremely active in this field; the number of highquality projects presented was always far in excess of the number which
could actually be financed;
Community support is granted following a Community expert report on the
projects and on the basis of criteria developed at Community level, ·
particUlarly concerning the importance of the innovatory _and multiplier
effects of products· or operations;

.b
.;

The external evaluations of the FORCE and .COMETI programmes have
also shown that, on the one hand, these cooperative projects could riot be
carried' out without support from the Community and that, on the other
hand, cooperation between operators involved in a pilot project extends to
other areas, such as technology and economic or business relations.
STRAND[)]
A~

NE'IWORK AND ACCOMPANYING MEASURES- EUROPEAN DIMENSION

Specific objec6ves
To provide Community support for the rationalisation and coordination of
national bodies and operational structures which form the basis for
transnational pilot projects and placements in another Member State;
To improve and extend the European network in order to promote
transnational cooperation and ensure the transparency of the programme;

.r

To increase the induced effects of the programme by reinforcing the
dissemination of pr~ucts .and of. the results of pilot projects to other
operators, particularly through the activities of the European network_;
To introduce a global operation including information on the programme
and monitoring and assessment of measures.

B.

Target groups
Operational support structures for project promoters at regional- or sectoral level
and national bodies in Member States.
·
Particular attention must be ·paid to extending the competence and support
capability of the operational structures ln order to enable them to participate fully

r.

in the objective of rationalisation and coordination and· to intervene in all areas ·
c9vered by· the programme without creating new structures.
The experts' report on the launching of transnational projects is of great value in
the development and transfer of qualiry and inn-ovation provided for in .the first
·two str~ds, and must be used to this end.
·
.
The quality of intervention by the netWork of operational structure$ is a direct ·
. guarantee of the quality of the partilerships established, of their extension to a
larger number of countries and of the benefits of the projects put forward with a
·view Jo receiving Community support ..

C.

. Budget

J

The third strand, which represents approximately 22% of all progra:mme
resources (21. 7%), will benefit from a substantial new input of ECU 6
million to consolidate and structure the Eur~pean network;
As a general rule, Community funds are supplemented by national or
regional budgets to_ cover structure and network operating costs, and in
most cases a muJtiplier effect _of three to· four times the Community's
financial contribution is obtained; _
The evaluation reports, particularly..:-for COMETI, have shown that
·Community support was a precondition for. introducing synergy into the
financing provided by public or private ·sector operators, particularly at
. regional level;
, ·
· ' · ·
·
Information policy and accompanying measures will be developed by the
Commission and Member States ~cting,in partnership;
Monitoring and assessment of measures and prograinme impact will also _
be done by the Commission and Member States acting. in partnership; this
repre.sents an important element in the visibility of Community operations.

•

9.i.

Gnnmds for the operation

9.2.1.

The· development of vocational training is recognised by the ·European
Union as a necessity, both for reasons associated with· economic
competitiveness on the world market, where. competition is increasingly
Intense, and for its ·social cohesion, i.e. reduction of the risks of dislocation
associated with unemployment and marginali.sation on the labour. market.

9.2.2 ..

The Community wished to give a new impetus to. this development by'
including in the Treaty on European Union a specific article on the
implementation of a Community vocational training policy and laying
down the precise objectives. -

9.2.3.

The Member States and the Council have indicated their interest in and
support for the development of Community action in this field by deciding,
a few years ago, on the current action programmes and by taking an active
part in the implementation and monitoring of operations and in
use of
results.

the

9.2.4.

The European Parliament has given constant support to the development
of these _activities and has stated its support for the Commission's plan to
rationalise and coordinate action programmes.

9.2.5.

It is important to note that the various measures set out under the
programme are all directed towards one objective, namely transnational
cooperation. which clearly provides an added value to operations
developed by Member States or those involved in the training market.

9.2.6.

This Community added value must be consolidat~d and reinforced through
· the progressive establishment of an open European vocational training and
qualifications area in association 'with the completion of the Single Market.

9.2.7.

The approach put forward by the Commission follows. the guidelines on
education and vocational training set out in its working document, which
aimed to consolidate vocational training operations in a single programme
on the basis· of Article 127 of the Treaty on European Union:

9.2.8.

In the light of experience acquired under current programmes,
rationalisation leads to the proposal of major operational. strands, one of
them being support for high quality in systems in response to requests
from public operators or those having a structuring role within the systems,
and another being support for innovation on the market, relating primarily
to private operators and businesses.

9.2.9 ..

The proposed measures support and complement operations carried out by
Member States and enable them to use the contributions and results of
transnational operations to improve the quality and effectiveness of their
systems.

9.2.10.

Community action in implementing the programmes, which run until the
end of 1994, has already yielded valuable and specific results in terms of
partnerships, pilot projects, exchanges of experience and networking. These
promising results have shown the value of more highly developed and
more generalised cooperative operations. Given their organisational and
operational diversity, national systems can use transnational -cooperation
to inspire new trends in development.

9.2.11.

Ari important part of the rationalisation approach proposed . by the
CommiSsion is the reduction of duplication of operations and results. On
the basis of a given amount of investment. this makes it possible to take
wider-ranging action on the practices of vocational training operators and
on the products and methods used by them.

,..

•

•

9.2 ..12.

9.2.13.

..
,

'

9.2.14.

9.2.15.

••

The Community b~dget for· vocational training· is modest compared to
those of Member States or businesses.: lt must be borne in mind here that
national budgets 'are largely c;!anriarked for operational el(penditure or for
making up the remuneration of trainees during training. They make only
. limited-provision for innovation and experimentation with riew methods or
products. and, given the pressures' ·on ·public financing, this trend is
increasing. The. Community's relatively_ modest contribution 'is crucial for
the modernisation and development of systems beeause it is concentrated
·
on dYnamic action and progress.
A similar observatfon must be made With regard to the synergy between
operations under the . programme and thOse forming part of structural ·.
policy,· In- particular those under the Eu_ropeari Social Fund_ The
multiplication· of innovations and new practices as part of the pilot projects
and partnerships under the programme within the most . significant.
structural policy operations represents a. powerful impetus f~>r the ·
development of systems-and-practices in the Member_ States.
The activities supported under the framework of the vocational training
- - programme mainly involve actions for the preparation of training, the
desigil of innovative methods and products and the diffusion and
mulhplication of the results. The programme targets training actions as
such in only a inargin.a:J way. ·On account of this, expenditure· eligible for _
Community -support involves mainly expenditure linked to the design-of
and preparation of actions and not the costs of the pro~sion of training, .
(the salaries of train~rs or of benefiCiaries, training costs). This element
·im:reases the interest of 'the complementarity between ·the action
·programme and the finance contributed within the framework of the
European Social Fund which is ma:inly devoted to costs linked to the
realisation of training actions subsequent to their desigri and. preparation.
Thelargest share of programme financing ~hould be allocated to the design _
. and implementation oftransnational pilot projects on vocational training.
Transnational cooperation is thereby applied to a specific objectiv~ and the
implementation -of joint vocational training operations.

9.2.16.

With regard to transnational placements, assessment _of current
programmes, particularly COMETT, has shown that they form a "fast lane"
for the ·transfer of experience and ·khow-how n_ot only for- the direct ·
beneficiary but also for the originating and host institutions. Integrating·
placements into a specifiC' comp'any development projeCt should be a new
_way of reinforcing this charac~eristic.

9.2.17.

Decision-makers in-the field of vocational training,_ whether representatives
of public authorities at national or r·egionallevels,·are seeking Community
reference i>oints in order to improve their practices. Placements allowing
a direct comparison with; and specific experience of; existing practices in
another Member State make it p.ossible to transfer practices at low cost.
•

~

Multiplication in the originating institution and system is ar.other important
'
characteristic in this case.
9.2.18.

Perception of Community operations is developed firstly within universities
and in the world of research, with significant results being obtained
through cooperation. The labour market and businesses have become
involved more recently in cooperating at Community level on vocational
. training. The current economic situation gives vocational training policies
a decisive role in reestablishing favourable conditions for 'economic
competitiveness and employment Training professionals, and above all
businesses, are indicating a strong demand for increased cooperation in
order to increase the effectiveness of their training investments, to
,disseminate experience and best practice and improve;: the cost-effectiveness
of their spending.

.

f ('

9.2.19.

'It is also .important to stress the role of surveys and analyses at Community

leveL Member States develop systems which differ widely, having little in
common from the point of view of the concepts and methods used. Studies
and surveys carried out at Community level provide a reliable and.
homogeneous picture of the reality of vocational training ~xpenditure and
operations within the Community. A common Community . frame of
reference is thereby provided.
9.2 20

Initial vocational training systems are being widely developed to counteract
the difficulties experienced by young people in integrating into the world
of work, with the objective of rooting out the economic marginalisation
associated with underachievement at school, particularly with regard to the
most disadvantaged young people. Improving the quality of systems, the
objective of Strand !,represents an important contribution here. Promoting
high~quality training operations for those young people v.1th the greatest
difficulties very much increases their chances of integrating into working
life.

9.2.21

The multiplier effect relating to the products and results of transnational
partnerships is a prerequisite for efficiency and economies of scale. It is
also a factor in ensuring equal access for those sections of society whose
requirements are insufficiently met by traditional operations. From this
point of view, emphasis must be placed on the priority given by the
programme to the development of training measures in and for SMEs,
Which all too frequently lack the necessary qualifications for overcoming
the current socio-economic changes.

9.2.22.

With regard to continuing training, the various measures under the ·
programme, particularly those relating to pilot projects and surveys, require ·
involvement and active participation by management and workers. This
constitutes an element of support for Member States with a tradition of
participation by both management and workers, and an innovation for those
Member States with little experience of such practices. Bearing in mind the
structuring role which management and workers are- called upon to play

in order to make vocational training effective, this is. a substantial added
value element for the ·community operation.
9.2.23.

.....

A significant proportion of the success and · impact ·of the current
programmes is due to the presence. and networking. at European level of
operational structures with a central role i_n fo1111ing partrierships,
participa'ting in the preparation -of projects and ensuring the .dissemination
and multi-plier effect of results. Improving the operation of this European
network, mainly by means of information and communications technology
·and . capitalising on the expertise within these structures must be iut
important factor in Jhe rationalisation process.

9.3

Monitoring and evaluation of the operation .

9.3:1

Selected performance indicators
.

.

Quantitative indicators:
. number of pilot projectS; .
CiVerage number of partners per pilot .project;
total number o(participants in placement schemes;. ·
total number of beneficiaries of a training measure or product;
number of

SME~.

participating directly in pilot

proj~cts;

number of transferable products resulting from pilot projects ..
Qualitative indicators:

·1

the evaluation should make it possible to measure more exac_tly the .
. , impact of the Co~munity operation on the systems or practices of
operators by means of the following indicators:
. .
.
application of quality .criteria and measures in training systems
•
and operations; .
use of Community references for practices;
development of training modules arising from pilot projects in
national systems;
definition of a transnational qualification profile, particularly at
sectoral level.

•
•
•

All these indicators wiJJ form a basis for continuous joint evaluation by the
Commission and each Member State.·

9.3.2

In a~cordance· with Artide"7 of tile proposal· for:'a Decision:before 31 December 1997 ihe Commission Will present an intermediate
evaluation report covering the launching period of the programme;
before 30 June 2000, the Commission will· present a final report. On
the basis of this report, the Commission may submit proposals to the
Council and the European Parliament concerning readjustment and
subsequent development.
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